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First author
Olmo Cornelis studied Musicology at Ghent University and Music Composition at the University
College Ghent. Currently he is working at a PhD in Arts at both institutes, studying artistic
opportunities of symbioses of different music cultures. An important aspect in this research is the
analysis of ethnic music using a computational approach in obtaining precise descriptions of the
specific characteristics of ethnic music.
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Revealing and listening to scales from the past; tone scale analysis of archived
Central-African music using computational means.
Background/state of research with regard to the first main discipline

Ethnomusicology.
The research topic, in this case Computational Ethnomusicology, distinguishes itself
from traditional ethnomusicology by using computer science technology for
delivering audio descriptions. Traditional ethnomusicology often leans on an
anthropological approach and benefits greatly of the opportunities that computational
analysis offers.

Background/state of research with regard to the second main discipline

Computer science technology.
The ICT component is Music Information Retrieval, a method for signal-based and
symbolic analysis that delivers audio content description by computational analysis.
The current MIR tools are biased towards Western music and can only be adapted
towards ethnic and traditional music when musicologists, ethnomusicologists and
engineers can share their experiences and knowledge in order to formulate needs,
methodology and guidelines.

Detailed discussion of the subject, methodology, (projected) results and implications
(continue on next page if necessary)
Abstract
This research aims at scale analysis of Central-African music, targeting application and development of
Music Information Retrieval (MIR) tools for Computational Ethnomusicology. Two main issues were the
starting point of this research: i) ethnomusicology is mainly performed from an anthropological and
ethnographical approach, ii) current MIR applications are biased towards Western music and are thus
not suitable to the particularities of other musical cultures. In this case, we present TARSOS, an
easy-to-use platform for automated pitch analysis. Both detection and representation of the annotated
tone scales need a culture-independent method. This means that no predispositions towards a certain
music theory or pitch organization should be made. Our goal is to document an aspect of the
endangered musical heritage of African oral cultures, namely the tone scale diversity. In a case study,
we show the evolution and changes of used tone scales in Central-African music, thus revealing
historical oral tunings from recordings of the RMCA, The Royal Museum for Central-Africa located in
Belgium.
Methodology
Analyzing pitch organization of oral music traditions needs a flexible, open and non-predefined method.
Therefore TARSOS has been developed; a modular software platform to extract the pitch organization of
a musical piece. The process consists of two basic steps: i) detect the fundamental frequencies using a
pitch detection algorithm; ii) process the annotations and present them in a useful way without
quantization towards any predefined set of pitch classes. To detect pitch, TARSOS includes platform
independent implementations of YIN[1], MPM[2]. All pitch annotations are converted to cent and
assigned to one of 1200 bins per octave. For improved annotation purposes, one can select annotations
in time and in pitch range for building histograms around a certain part or tessitura. TARSOS allows
zooming in into great detail for viewing all annotations, even by the different pitch trackers
simultaneously. Automatic peak detection determines the pitch classes that were present in the music. If
necessary, the automated selection can be adjusted manually by adding, deleting or shifting assigned
pitch classes. Results can be saved and uploaded as a scale.

Results
TARSOS delivers a tool for detailed pitch annotation, with the choice of several pitch detection
algorithms and several representation methods. One major additional result is the creation of an
interval table that shows all pitches and all intervals between the pitch classes. This table is
most convenient for studying the tone scales retrieved, but it also allows to click and listen to
the unique quality of the specific intervals: each row and column of this interval table can be
sonified for intervallic and harmonic microtonal listening. The microtonal scale is also projected
on the keyboard itself. Sending the retrieved pitch class information to MIDI instruments by
pitch bend MIDI message makes it possible to retune MIDI instruments and play and perform in
that particular scale. It creates artistic opportunities for microtonal composition, for playing in
ethnic musical scales, or even trying out Western historical tunings (derived from theoretical
models). Our study revealed several types of scales, most from pentatonic to heptatonic scales.
The intervals itself showed many differences with the Western well tempered tuning (however
some pentatonic scales did use an equal tempered scale dividing the octave in 5 equal parts of
240 cents), quite often natural intervals occurred as the pure minor and major third. Finally it is
remarkable that tuning tends to westernize (towards more 100 cents based intervals) over the
years that were studied here.
Implications
In general, Computational Ethnomusicology distinguishes itself from traditional
ethnomusicology by using computer science technology for delivering audio descriptions. This
new interdisciplinary approach will enrich current ethnomusicological research. TARSOS offers
a tool for research on pitch organization in music. It creates opportunities for automated
analysis of large sets of audio, in this paper a case study is given showing several analyses of
historical recordings from Central-African music. It details on historical evolution and on the
specific qualities of the measured scales. TARSOS could boost pitch histogram based research
similar to [3] and [4] and will be used to further document tone scale variability in African oral
music traditions, whose characteristic authenticity suffers of the impact of western music, once
through colonization, missionary expeditions, now through trade and mass media. It has
moreover been proven that the scales of oral cultures in Africa are becoming more similar to the
Western equal temperament[4], which underlines the importance of software such as TARSOS,
for mapping the authentic pitch organization of African music.
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